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A Digital Innovation Success Story

An UK Online Platform

Integrating a Training Marketplace

and Competency Management Software  

• An innovative digital project envisioned by the 

UK brand of a European leader in software 

development

• An online advanced functionality platform 

designed meet the challenges posed by new 

regulations for large scale construction projects 

for the UK rail industry

• A solution designed to seamlessly integrate 

and automate demand and supply regarding 

training and competency management

• A practical tool for audit preparation 

streamlining

• Delivered within 5 months by Softelligence

• Advanced analytics for augmented decisions

• Automatic certification expiry notification and 

training need prediction

• Advanced administration and validation 

functions

• Transparent communication with customers 

and government entities

• Easy forward planning



Client’s vision
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A European leader in consulting, digital services and 
software development, the client believes that 
technology’s opportunities are infinite in building a 
decisively promising future. 

With massive rail infrastructure projects, huge investments in the 

UK rail transport, and increasingly more complex workforce 

compliance requirements, the British rail and construction 

industries needed a smarter way of managing workforce 

competencies and ensuring compliance. 

The Client Director assembled a team and gave it the mission to design 

and deliver an online software platform to seamlessly integrate a training 

marketplace with competency management software. 

For this important project, Softelligence was the partner of choice for 

creating and implementing the very core of the project, the software 

platform.



The Journey of Innovation
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“We are proud to partner with this client 
and deliver a platform that will disrupt the 
Industry. The platform will put people first, 

by keeping teams fully operational, 
compliant and safe.”

Robbie Bhatti

Business Development Director

Softelligence



Challenges and Solutions
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The Main Customer Goals: 

• deliver an integrated competency management and 

specialised training marketplace

• enable organisations to automatically identify when 

and where training is required 

• allow companies to keep their workforces safe and 

ready to work

• ensure training provides have visibility of the demand 

in their industry in order to supply the right courses

• support organsations in heavily regulated industries 

keep up with ever growing training requirements
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Features and Gains

The Solution Features:

• Data import feature – seamlessly absorbing 

information about competencies, users, regulation 

and training providers

• Automatic checks – identify expiring certifications 

and potential compliance issues, intelligently predict 

future training requirements and matching

• Admin and validation – training provider validation, 

course follow-up, course referrals

• Advanced search and reporting – comprehensive 

search capabilities, customised and detailed 

reporting with advanced analytics



Results Delivered
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Within 5 months, the platform was delivered, 
achieving: 

• a systematic approach to competency management

• an improved solution for maintaining regulatory

• ease of preparation for auditing

• ease of access to training

• a solution to reduce administration times 

• simplified forward planning

• augmented decisions with advanced analytics
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